UI for UX Designers Course
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What you’ll get
Unlimited messaging with your tutor
Through the CareerFoundry platform
Portfolio reviews and video calls
With your mentor for expert advice as
you develop your project
14-day trial period
Get your money back if the course
isn’t right for you
Flexibly paced
Our 15-hour/week pace can be organised around any schedule
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Lifetime access to our curriculum
Get access to more than 120 hours of
curriculum written by expert UI
designers working in the field
Active online student community
Find a study buddy through online and
in-person meetups

Upgrade your skills, upgrade your designs—and make yourself
irresistible to employers in the process!
With the line between UX and user interface (UI) design diminishing
by the day (and already invisible to most employers—let’s face it!), it’s
become that much more important for UX designers to polish their UI
chops if they want to stay ahead of the design curve. Pick up the essential
skills you need to make your user-focused designs user-noticed with this
2-month course on the fundamentals of UI design—written by and for UX
designers just like you.

1.
Who is the course for
and what are the requirements?
This is a specialization course and it’s only available to those who already know their way around
UX design. If you’ve been employed as a UX designer for some time, either in-house or as a
freelancer, and you know the difference between a wireframe and a prototype (or you have taken
our UX Design Program).
No UI design experience is required, but familiarity with design software (Sketch, Photoshop,
etc.) would be a plus—though you’ll have access to plenty of resources and tutorials throughout
the course.
In terms of hardware requirements, you’ll need a laptop or computer (PC or Mac) with a webcam
and microphone. You’ll have the opportunity to try out a variety of demos and tools throughout
the course. You’ll encounter the following tools:
User Flows: Omnigraffle, Google Draw
Wireframes & Mockups: Sketch, Adobe CC or Figma
Prototyping: InVision, Marvel, Principle, Flinto
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System and hardware requirements
Here are the system and hardware requirements for the main tools you’ll use in the course. Adobe can be
used on both Mac and PC, and Sketch can only be used on Mac.

macOS
Adobe CC

Minimum Requirements

Operating System

macOS Sierra (version 10.12) and later | Big Sur 11.0 (Apple M1 silicon)

Processor

Multicore Intel processor with 64-bit support or M1 Apple Silicon
processor

Display

13 inches or larger display, 1400 x 900 resolution, Retina recommended

RAM

16 GB or more

Sketch

Minimum Requirements

Operating System

Sketch 76.1 and above requires macOS Catalina (10.15.0) or newer

RAM

If you’re working with more complex documents, involving multiple Pages
and hundreds of Artboards, a Mac with a decent amount RAM, a powerful
CPU and good GPU will give you the best results

Windows
Adobe CC

Minimum Requirements

Operating System

Windows 10

Processor

Intel, AMD, or ARM processor with 64-bit support

Display

13 inches or larger display, 1400 x 900 resolution, Retina recommended

RAM

4 GB or more
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2.
What will you finish the course with?
This course will give you the skills you need to create beautiful, responsive UI designs and takes you
through the process of designing a user interface for a responsive app from scratch.. As a student, you’ll
explore everything in the world of UI, from visual design trends and best practices, to image theory,
iconography, and interaction design.
Staying true to your design roots, you’ll begin by sketching user flows and paper prototypes for your
selected project. From there, you’ll explore grids, visual hierarchy, and UI design patterns, setting up
your screens for the beautiful layers of UI you’ll be adding. Following in-depth lessons in each of these
areas, your typography, color, imagery, and custom icons will add personality and a unique, professional
aesthetic to your app. With the visual design complete, the next step will be a crash course in interaction
design, after which you’ll have a go at animating one of your elements.
With the mobile UI mocked up and polished, it’ll be time to revisit responsive design and adapt your
UI for brand new breakpoints. Once finished, you’ll frame your finalized UI in professional presentation
mockups to wow potential clients and employers. You’ll also take a detailed look at the hand-off process
to ensure you meet the needs of the rest of your future collaborators. By the end of the course, you’ll
have a set of pixel-perfect mockups ready to hand off to developers and add to your portfolio.

3.
What kind of support is available?
Your mentor
From the moment you start the course, you’ll be assigned a personal mentor. This seasoned
and influential expert will act as your teacher, coach, and confidant through every step of the
course—providing individualized support, advice, and feedback. Your mentor will also provide
detailed video reviews of each project you complete during the course. You’ll have up to three
video calls with your mentor over the span of the course; you can schedule these calls via our
learning platform’s built-in calendar tool.

Student Advisors
Your student advisor will also be there to help familiarize you with our learning platform
and to support you as a new CareerFoundry student. Student advisors ensure you have
the best possible experience throughout the course. You can message them from your
dashboard (within the platform)—they’re always happy to answer any questions you
have about the administration of your course.
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Fellow students
As a CareerFoundry student, you’ll be part of an extensive community of fellow students
both during the course and after graduation. You can reach out to your fellow students
to discuss your course, organize meetups, or find a study buddy via Slack (instant
messaging tool). As a part of our graduate community, you’ll have lifetime access to our
Slack workspace so that you can stay in touch with your fellow graduates.
We encourage students to work with a study buddy throughout the course—and we’ll
even help you find one! Working with a peer will make your studies easier, more
successful, and more enjoyable than working alone. Study buddies motivate and
keep each other accountable, discuss course projects, help each other understand
specific concepts, share knowledge, and give each other feedback. Our students also
regularly organize in-person meetups around the world, where they network and share
experiences.

4.
How much time do you need to commit
to the course?
Our UI for UX Designers Course is made up of two comprehensive sections for a total of two months
of coursework.
The course requires at least 15-20 hours per week. Since you’re not required to be online at specific
times to work on the material, you have a great deal of flexibility in which hours you set aside for
study. It’s possible to finish the course in less than two months. Some students put aside time
specifically to complete their course, dedicating an average of 30-40 hours each week, for a total
course duration of one month.

5.
What is the structure and format
of the course?
The course provides a 100% asynchronous, online learning experience that is flexibly-paced—so while there
is an overall completion deadline, you get to decide how to fit your study hours around other obligations.

Our curriculum is built with the beginner in mind, but it is comprehensive and rigorous—created inhouse by our team of curriculum designers, and authored in collaboration with industry experts. The
curriculum is hands-on and project-based, meaning that everything you do during the course will
contribute to the development of your professional portfolio.
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Our learning platform will guide you through the program reading materials, supplementary videos, and
assignments, but you’ll have plenty of support along the way. Your dedicated mentor will be there to
answer questions, offer guidance, and provide rapid and extensive feedback (as well as final approval)
on all of your projects. There is no final exam: the program is counted as complete once all the exercises
have been reviewed and approved by your mentor. You will be able to download your certificate of
completion directly from the dashboard.
If you’re curious about how it will all look, take a tour of the CareerFoundry learning dashboard
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6.
Course Outline
Achievement 1:

Composition & Visual Design

You’ll dive straight into defining a grid for your project and working on wireframes for your
mobile breakpoint. Using industry-standard design software, you’ll then begin building upon
your designs as you familiarize yourself with the principles, trends, and theories behind good
and successful UI design. By the end of this section, you’ll have high-fidelity mobile mockups
demonstrating your mastery of visual design.

1.1 Getting Started with Your UI Course
Select course project
Create low-fidelity prototype

1.5 UI Design Patterns

1.2 Responsive Layouts & Grids

1.6 Visual Design Principles & Trends

Demonstrate when and how to use
responsive layouts and grids
1.3 UI Elements & File Organization
Incorporate appropriate UI elements
into digital wireframes
1.4 Visual Hierarchy & Spacing
Establish a consistent visual
hierarchy throughout a UI design
Apply the principles of good spacing
to digital wireframes
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Incorporate existing design patterns
into design
Compare two different visual
directions for web app
1.7 Typography in UI
Apply principles of typography to
web app design
1.8 Pixel Precision
Apply principles of color theory to
web app design
1.9 Previewing Your Work
Apply principles of image theory to
web app design

Achievement 2:

Advanced UI & the Design Handoff

In this section, you’ll enhance your designs by creating custom icons and incorporating
interactions and gestures into your mobile mockups. With the UI finalized, you’ll then
prepare a visual style guide—an essential design deliverable. Finally, with a mobile-first
approach, you’ll adapt your designs for additional breakpoints and finalize the presentation
mockups for your responsive mobile app.

2.1 Shapes & Icons
Construct icons using design
software
2.2 Interactions & Gestures
Incorporate interactions and
gestures into design
2.3 Style Guide
Compile web app’s style
components in a visual style guide
2.4 Designing for Different Breakpoints
Adapt design for responsive
breakpoints
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2.5 Final Mockups
Create design mockups
2.6 Design Handoff & Deliverables
Prepare design work for handoff
2.7 Final Presentationv
Create UI-focused portfolio project
case study

7.
What kind of projects will you be working on?
You’ll have the opportunity to choose from three unique project briefs as part of our UI
for UX Designers Course—allowing you creative freedom to explore your interests:

Perfect Properties by InVision

Study Together

A responsive web app for property
buyers that provides information
on homes and other properties

A communication tool that
allows students and other
learners to provide support,
feedback, and encouragement for
their peers

Fitted
A motivational exercise app that
helps users set to (and stick to!)
a routine molded to their level,
schedule, and interests

Open Project
Redesign part of a responsive
web product for an existing
organization (of your choice)

Your project will include the following deliverables:
User flow diagram
Paper prototype
Mid-fidelity wireframes
Final UI mockups for mobile, tablet, and desktop breakpoint
Mobile prototype
Mocked up animation
Moodboard
Style guide
Presentation mockups
Final presentation (video demo)
Portfolio project
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8.
What will your project look like?
At the end of each Task you’ll create and submit a deliverable that directly contributes to the final product.
Here are some examples of student projects from this course:

Aaron Akbari-Mort
UX/UI Designer
See project
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KATHERINE LU
UX/UI Designer
See project

Nhung Le
UX Designer
See project

9.
Tuition and payment
We offer several kinds of payment options such as an upfront payment with a 5% tuition reduction
and an interest free payment plan—this option requires an upfront deposit to secure your place on
the program, followed by three monthly installments. We currently accept payments by credit card,
Paypal, and bank transfer.

We offer you the chance to try out the course for a period of 14 days. This begins on the
course start date. If, within that time frame, you decide that the course is not for you,
we’ll refund 100% of any tuition you’ve paid.
If the 14‑day trial period has passed and you’d like to withdraw from the course before
60% of the course time has elapsed, you get a prorated refund based on remaining course
on our website.
time and your payment plan details. See the full terms and conditions

10.
Application and enrollment
We don’t require you to go through any long‑winded application
process in order to participate in a CareerFoundry course or program.
We know that our students can change careers successfully,
regardless of their background.
If you’d like to make sure you’re familiar with all of the details
before signing up, get in touch with us .

Ready to dive into UI design? Enroll in
the course now. We can’t wait to see
you in the course!
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